Action Items

- Sensors and Tools: (Cirpas/SCOAR)
  - Determine the inventory of available sensors and tools.
  - Review and update the list of capabilities (sensors and tools) that should be available to oceanographers.
  - Prioritize.

- Meet with agency reps at ONR and NSF. Inquire into the status of NSF’s MOU – Oct 12th – Dan and Annette.

- Check SCOAR broken links – UNOLS Office.

- Draft a SCOAR/CIRPAS brochure – Dan, Laura, and Annette.

- Submit a proposal for a proof-of-concept experiment for a launch/recovery UAV demo on a Navy owned UNOLS Vessel – Ken Melville, Bob Bluth, Steve Hartz, Dan Schwartz, Phil M.

- Update SCOAR website.

- Propose an NSF workshop in relation to ocean observing systems – follow up at agency meetings, etc. – Phil and Dan.

- Call for SCOAR Nominations - collect names.

- Circulate revised ToR to SCOAR.

- Update SCOAR_Plus email lists – check for ~airborn email list~.